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Abstract 

I argue that the existence of present bias can trigger self-control problems, while a modicum of 

people successfully recognize the problems and conquer lack of control, majority of people 

scarce self-discipline or can’t realize the enormous implications of self-control problems. For 

addressing this issue, economists suggested commitment devices which engage consumers to 

pay for the ‘motivation for self-control’ and tested the effectiveness of commitment devices. 

However, commitment devices have not been used widely and I propose three main reasons 

of low take-up rate. By mathematical deduction I find that self-control problems as well as 

limitations of external commitment devices might deepen the poverty trap and exacerbate 

inequality. Thus, policy-making is necessary to release the problems. In this paper I mainly 

discuss two policies, cigarette excise tax and social security system, including numerical 

details about how they are correlated to present bias and why they might help to alleviate 

adverse effects. 
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1. Introduction 

In the real world, people always have to make choices. Traditional economic theory 

indicates that people make choices according to the ‘exponential function,’ which means 

people have a consistent discount rate as time grows. However, Strotz (1955-1956) noticed 

that people might behave with a time preference and stated, “special attention should be given 

to a discount function.” Then, in 1981, Thaler illustrated the dynamic inconsistency with a 

simplified example: 

Choose between (A1) one apple today and (A2) two apples tomorrow. 

Choose between (B1) one apple in one year and (B2) two apples in one year plus one day. 

Intuitively, some people might prefer (A1), but there was no one who would choose (B1), 

which was contrary to the time consistency theory. Thaler then conducted an experiment in 

which participants were told that they won the lottery and the award was temporarily saved in 

banks; then, they were asked how much was needed to make waiting as attractive as getting 

money immediately. The experimental results demonstrated that people’s discount rate 

dropped sharply as the length of time increases, fully verifying the existence of dynamic 

inconsistency. Since many psychologists and economists found that people put 

disproportionate weight on immediate gains and losses relative to delayed ones (Ainslie, 

1991), the term ‘present bias’ was defined to explain the phenomenon that people’s 

preferences change over time. 

Nowadays, models are created to indicate present bias, and the most prevalent model is 

quasi-hyperbolic model introduced by Phelps and Pollak (1968). The model successfully 

captures people’s preferences for immediate gratification and impatience, and the utility 

function can be written as: 

Ut=ut+β (Στ=1δτ×uτ+t) 

where ut is the utility of the present generation, and ut+1 is the utility of the next period, 

and so on. The factor δ represents time preference, since people always prefer current 

consumption to future consumption, it is reasonable to suppose 0<δ<1. The constant factor β 

is independent of timing, measuring the degree of how an individual values other people’s 

consumption relative to his own. Hence β=1 shows that the person values his own 

consumption and other person’s consumption equally, known as ‘perfect altruism.’ 

Comparatively, β=0 means the individual doesn’t care about the other person’s consumption 

at all, known as ‘completely selfish.’ In real life, most people are not in these two extreme 

situations, they can be described as having ‘imperfect altruism,’ shown by 0<β<1. The model 

will be applied to the following discussions. 

The quasi-hyperbolic model can be used to interpret daily life examples, such as failing to 

get up early or consuming ahead of time. Through observing daily life, many people are 
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inclined to be ambitious when thinking about the future. Feeling inefficient, they work out a 

plan for future and await a burst of efficiency; however, they don’t recognize the overestimation of 

self-control until they start to work. This is because when people make future-oriented choices, 

they tend to believe that their options are the most propitious and unmistakable, but the reality 

is they are average owing to bias in expectations for the future. 

The theory has been further strengthened by Read and van Leeuwen (1988) who found 

that most people commit a blunder when they decide in advance due to interpersonal empathy 

gap and dynamic inconsistency. The interpersonal empathy gap indicates that the present 

situation produces an effect on future prediction; to be specific, the cold-self ignores the needs 

of hot-self, while the hot-self doesn’t deliberate on the possible circumstances when they 

calm down (Loewenstein, Prelec and Shatto, 1998). In terms of dynamic inconsistency, many 

people’s preferences change over time, but they underestimate the effect and misbehave. Read 

and van Leeuwen carried out an experiment that asked participants to make immediate and 

advanced choices between healthy and unhealthy snacks. By comparing people’s choices for 

healthy and unhealthy snack in each condition, they concluded that participants preferred an 

unhealthy snack for now and healthy food in the future. The results show that people generally 

place greater value on unhealthy food when it comes to the immediate choice, and they would 

switch to healthy food for a future choice. Supermarkets that capture the existence of present-

biased agents can exploit this behavior to improve sales, to be specific, staff usually put 

unhealthy snacks on shelves close to the cashier. This is because people have no time to think 

twice when they check out, so they make an immediate choice for these unhealthy snacks. 

In sum, present bias affects our lives, and understanding it helps us to revise irrational 

options. This review is concerned with applications of present-bias, the significance of these 

applications, and the targeted methods to adjust present- biased behavior. 

 

2. Demand for Commitment Device 

Based on the quasi-hyperbolic model, Gharad, Dean and Scott (2010) defined three types 

of people: (1) Sophisticated people (βˆ =β<1) who fully capture the existence of present bias, 

realizing that they will prefer leisure goods to investment goods for immediate choices; (2) 

Partial naifs (β<βˆ <1) who notice that they are somehow present-biased, but still underestimate 

the degree of the present bias; and (3) Full naifs (β<βˆ =1) who wrongly believe that they aren’t 

present-biased, resulting in a misunderstanding called ‘blind confidence.’ 

Although there are three types of people, those with different degrees of comprehension of 

bias usually face similar self-control problems. For example, people who set goals such as 

getting up early in the morning or exercising set them because they know these are beneficial 

for physical health, however, only few of them last for the long-term. 

As a result, a commitment device is applied to help people mitigate the negative impact of 
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present-bias. A commitment device is an arrangement entered into by an agent who restricts 

their future choice set by making certain choices more expensive (Gharad, Dean and Scott, 

2010). There are several common examples of commitment devices. For example, to avoid 

eating snacks in the night, someone might brush their teeth at 8:00 pm. If they eat snacks, they 

need to brush their teeth again, and the inconvenience of brushing their teeth again brings 

‘cost’. As a second example, to control the screen usage time, someone might purchase an 

app that can lock the screen forcibly. These commitment devices become successful because 

they increase the cost of leisure goods, making people realize that ‘enjoying the present’ not 

only brings about pleasure, but also higher cost. However, the commitment device can also be 

effective if it concentrates on motivating investment goods, such as investing in long-term 

gym membership and paying in advance for one year's fees or drinking plenty of water before 

going to bed in order to get up early. 

The use of commitment devices can be applied to the labour market. Kaur, Kremer and 

Mullainathan (2010) carried out an experiment about commitment contracts. 

They introduced two pieces of contracts,t a normal one with linear piece rate and a 

commitment contract with penalty chosen by the employee if they do not achieve their 

production target T. 

For the commitment contract, , in order to earn the same level of wage as before, an 

employee will work hard until they reach the production target T. For employers, the 

introduction of commitment contracts alleviates a hidden action problem in the labour market, 

making unverifiable information more transparent (i.e., those sign commitment contracts will 

probably work hard), and finally achieving higher output without paying higher cost. The result 

of the experiment indicated that being offered a commitment contract increases average 

production by 2.3% relative to control; therefore, being offered the commitment contract is 

equivalent to a 7% increase in the piece-rate wage. This is really an inspiring result because 

through the recommendation of commitment devices workplace efficiency is improved. 

Although people have a high demand for commitment devices, there is sparse evidence on 

willingness to pay for commitment devices. Because choosing the commitment devices is 

voluntary instead of mandatory, the accept rate of commitment devices can be low. 

Commitment contracts were only chosen by 35% workers. The low acceptance rate could be 

attributed to three reasons. First, workers who were fully naifs wouldn’t accept the 

commitment contracts since they believed that they can always achieve the working target. 

Second, status quo bias also affects their options; employees’ previous choice is the normal 

contract, so they have a tendency to stick with the normal contract because thinking about the 

new option brings cognitive costs. Third, the flexibility of commitment contracts was limited, 

and workers were unable to break obligations except in special cases, such as having cold or 

unexpected accidents (Gharad, Dean and Scott, 2010), hence many of them would think twice 

and refuse the offer. 
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3. Self-control, Poverty and Inequality 

As discussed above, self-control problems appear on present-biased agents, and decision 

makers who already realized “self-control problems” would try to “self- control”. Debraj B 

Douglas Bernheim et al. (2013) define the term “self-control” as the use of either internal 

psychological mechanisms or externally-enforced commitment devices. The internal 

mechanisms are spontaneous, while externally enforced commitment devices compel people 

to self-control, such as social security tax restrains recent spending for a future pension. 

However, Banerjee and Mullainathan (2010) found that self-control might depend on people’s 

income, which contributes to the poverty trap. 

3.1. Consumption of temptation goods 

Temptation goods are referred to goods that are valued in the moment, but one does not 

want to consume in the future, including cigarettes, alcohol, sugar, fast food, and so on. To 

model temptations and visualize people’s behavior, Banerjee and Mullainathan (2009) 

introduced a “temptation” model. The model consists of two periods. In period 1 the individual 

makes decisions by considering the utility function 1, 

U1=u(x1)+v(z1)+δ×u(x2) 

where z represents temptation goods and x represents non-temptation goods. 

Comparatively, in period 2, the individual’s utility function 2 is, 

U2=u(x2)+v(z2) 

According to the temptation model, individuals spend their income on temptation goods and 

non-temptation goods. This model conforms to the definition of temptation goods. In period 1 

when an individual makes decisions, the future consumption of temptation goods won’t bring 

about utility since temptation goods are harmful in the long run. In contrast, the future 

consumption of non-temptation goods brings utility to the present multiplied by a discount rate 

δ, because people are impatient. 

Fisher (1930) asserted that “a small income, other things being equal, tends to produce a 

high rate of impatience.” Combining this theory with the temptation model, the high rate of 

impatience can be reflected as a high percentage of spending on temptation goods. For 

example, suppose there are two people, A has high income while B has low income. Both A 

and B start with 0, hence A’s income in period 1 xA1+zA1 should be greater than B’s 

income xB1+zB1. Suppose A’s xA1+zA1=a and B’s xB1+zB1=b, then we have a>b. 

Assume ‘poor people have a higherpercentage spending on temptation goods’ is valid here, 

and then we can assume A spend n% on temptation goods, B spend m% on temptation 

goods where m%>n%. By simple calculation, we get zA1=a×n%, xA1=a×(1-n%), 

zB1=b×m%, xB1=b×(1-m%). 

x1 represents the highest possible amount of money available for financial behavior, such as 
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investment and saving. Then in period 2, A’s total assets=(xA1×return rate)+income=a×(1-

n%)×RA+a, B’s total assets=b×(1-m%)×RB+b. Intuitively, if their return rates are similar, 

A will undoubtedly accumulate more assets in period 2. Consider an economy which only 

consists of A and B, the Gini coefficient in period 1 can be calculated as, 

 

in period 2 

 

To simplify, define a×(1-n%)×RA+a as pA, and define (b×(1-m%)×RB+b) as pB, then 

Gini2=(pA-pB)/(pA+pB). To compare the magnitude of gini coefficients in two periods, 

calculating Gini2-Gini1= 

 

which equals (2b×pA)/(pA + pB) × (a+b). Since both the numerator and denominator are 

greater than zero, it shows that the gini coefficient becomes greater from period 1 to period 2. 

As a result, the existence of present bias and self-control problems could result in greater 

inequality and deepen the poverty trap. The theory informs that the use of commitment devices 

is beneficial for escaping from the poverty trap and narrowing the gap between rich and poor. 

3.2. Demand for External Commitment Devices 

The asset-poor households who have credit-constraint should value external commitments 

more, because spontaneous commitments, such as choosing fixed savings deposits voluntarily 

will be restricted. B. Douglas et al. (2013) presented an external commitment that “locks 

up”certain assets in an illiquid savings account, increasing lower bound on net worth B and 

shifting household’s net worth from previous B1 to B2 where B2>B1. 

Still, suppose there are two people: A is wealthy and B is poor. A’s total asset level is a 

and B’s total asset level is b. If both of them choose the external commitments which “locks 

up” 50% of their total assets in an illiquid savings account, then their liquid assets now 

become A liquid assets=250, B liquid assets=50. The amount of liquid assets is the highest 

possible money for consumption. Still, we believe ‘MPC will fall when income increases’ is 

true, hence it is reasonable to assume A spends 10% of liquid assets, B spends 50% of liquid 

assets, resulting in A remained liquid assets=225, B remained liquid assets=25. Therefore, 

when poor-households select external commitments, the remaining liquid assets are extremely 
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low, which poses a threat to their risk-resistance capacity. Therefore, the external 

commitments sometimes can be infeasible for poor households since they might result in 

unfavorable risk- bearing ability. 

This explains why the demand for commitment devices might be low. To exemplify, 

Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin offered a commitment savings product to randomly chosen clients of 

a Philippine bank, and there was only a 28.4% take-up rate of commitment product. 

According to the theory, the low take-up rate was due to both low demand among poor 

households and low demand among rich households (the asset-rich households usually prefer 

to save on their own). As mentioned above, the self-control problem intensifies the poverty 

trap; moreover, the restrictions on poor households when they choose commitment devices 

further tells us why it is hard to escape from the poverty trap. 

 

4. Motivation and Policy-making 

Present bias is crucial in a range of policy-implementation since it predicts people’s 

preferences about immediate and advanced consumption. Present-biased agents are more 

likely to be impatient and they put higher value on present leisure goods consumption. 

Consequently, governments could implement policies to revise public behavior or alleviate the 

negative impact of present bias among the citizens. In this part, the discussion will focus on 

two policies,using the quasi-hyperbolic model to explain how they are related to present bias 

and to evaluate their effectiveness. 

4.1. Cigarette Excise Tax 

According to research, smoking is one the leading risks for early death. 8 million people 

died from smoking in 2017 (Hannah and Max, 2013). From the economic point of view, 

smoking causes three main adverse effects. First, it degrades labor quality. The harm to the 

workforce caused by smoking can negatively affect the attendance rate and work efficiency. 

Second, it increases the country’s medical burden. Most countries have their own medical 

insurance system, aiming at reimbursing part of the national medical expenses. Accordingly, 

the high medical expenses caused by smoking will eventually be paid by taxpayers as a form 

of higher tax rate. Third, it increases the poverty rate and global income divergence. Evidence 

suggests that the health burden of smoking is now shifting from high- income to low-to-

middle income countries, giving rise to higher medical costs for developing countries. As a 

result, the income gap between developed and developing countries is widening. 

According to the American Lung Association (2008), among smokers, 74% of them want 

to stop smoking, but fewer than 5% successfully give up smoking (p. 8). The quasi-

hyperbolic model helps to interpret why this the case. Smoking brings immediate benefits and 

delayed cost, from long-term perspective, the hazard to people’s health is greater than the 

benefits. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume immediate utility benefit of smoking B=2 and 
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delayed health cost C=3. Let β=1/2 and δ=1. When smokers planned whether or not to smoke 

in the future, the utility=β×(B-C)=-1/2<0; hence most of the smokers said they wanted to stop 

smoking. But, when they decided whether or not to smoke today, the utility=B- β×C=1/2>0; 

therefore, they preferred to smoke when they faced an immediate choice. Here the present-bias 

explains why smokers often fail to quit smoking. 

The most widely used policy at present is cigarette excise tax. The theoretical evidence of 

this policy is simple: it increases immediate cost of smoking and decreases immediate utility 

benefits. For example, if the utility B has been reduced to 1, deciding whether or not to smoke 

today becomes B- β×C=-1/2<0; hence smokers prefer not to smoke even in terms of 

immediate choice. 

There is sufficient empirical evidence to support that the increase in cigarette excise taxes 

will result in a decline in tobacco consumption. As shown on the diagram (Chaloupka, 

Yurekli, and Fong, 2012), there is a positive relationship between the level of cigarette excise 

tax and the cigarette prices; the higher the tax rate, the higher the average price. 

 

Joy (1996) suggested that on average, cigarette consumption reduces by about 0.5% for 

every 1% increase in its real price. Therefore, cigarette excise tax is effective on reducing 

cigarette consumption and promoting public health since smokers would respond to the 

change in price. 

4.2. The Social Security System 

People smooth consumption by spending, saving and borrowing. When they plan for 

consumption in the long run, they would consider the life-cycle as a whole. They consume 

more when there is a prediction about future job promotion, and they save as self-insurance to 

prepare for accidents and retirement. Households’ financial behaviors are essential during the 

period of economic fluctuations; however, present-biased agents have low levels of liquid 
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savings (Angeletos et al., 2001). Guidolin and La Jeunesse (2007) found that American 

saving rates dropped from averages of around 9% in the 1980s, to approximately 5% in the 

1990s, to almost zero in the first years of the new century, revealing that many American 

people didn’t save enough for growing old. 

The low saving rates didn’t appear in the early years because previously the long=lived old 

people were supported by their children. But now, the problem has become severe due to a 

host of reasons. First, the diminution of birth rates aggravates population aging, posing a 

relatively heavy pension burden to the young generation. Second, the geographical dispersion 

among family members makes it hard for children to take care of their parents (Thaler, 2008). 

Third, low saving rates have become a collective trend handed down from generation to 

generation. After considering this research, one might ask: how can we expect a majority of 

people who live paycheck to paycheck to take the responsibility of supporting the elderly? 

Although the saving rate is decreasing year by year, Choi et al. found that 35% 

participants express an intention to increase their savings rate in future, but 86% of these well-

intended savers made no changes to their plan. By applying the quasi- hyperbolic model, the 

phenomenon can be expounded: saving brings immediate cost and delayed benefits since it 

restricts present consumption and improves future living standard. Therefore, assume the 

immediate cost C=2 and delayed benefit B=3. Let β=1/2 and δ=1. When people are 

concerned about saving or spending now, the utility can be calculated as -C+β×B=-1/2<0, 

which means that the public tends to spend instead of saving. When they plan for future 

activity, saving is preferable since utility=β×(-C+B)=1/2>0. 

Concerning pension burden, the American government introduced social security tax in 

1935. The system forces them to pay taxes into a separate fund , restricting the amount they 

can spend on ‘leisure goods,’ and the tax revenue will flow back to taxpayers in the form of 

pension. A very enlightening point of view proposed by Becker and Murphy (1988) was that 

social security tax establishes an intergenerational compact between the old and the young. 

Specifically, the social security pensions that parents can receive after their retirement come 

from their children’s tax payments and parents initially provide investments in the human 

capital of their children. As a result, the social security tax incentivizes parents to increase 

education investment in their children, which increases demand for investment goods at 

present, as well as lowers the disposable income available for current consumption, ultimately 

decreasing the demand for leisure goods. 

However, this policy is accompanied with two issues. The social security tax leads to 

lower disposable income, which limits private consumption. Since the aggregate demand is 

shown by AD=C+I+G+(X-M), the lower consumption will reflect on undesirable aggregate 

demand. Additionally the social security tax might be unfair, as the current funding for 

pensions is collected from working people, and the pensions for these working people when 

they retire come from the tax payment from the next generation. The social security tax rate 
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and the pension amount will change over time, so the total amount of tax paid and pension 

received might not be consistent. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This review attempts to demonstrate the challenges we face with the existence of present-

bias and possible empirical solutions to adjust time-inconsistent behavior. For individuals, it is 

mainly reflected in a self-control problem, but when considering the society as a whole, the 

individual self-control problem contributes to the poverty trap and inequality. People realize 

self-control problems to varying degrees and utilize commitment devices to revise their 

behavior spontaneously; however, there are restrictions when we apply commitment devices 

to revise behavior. First, although people show great interest in commitment devices, the take-

up rate of commitment devices is low due to asset-limitation, status quo bias, and flexibility 

consideration. Second, those who are fully naifs won’t realize their time-inconsistency and 

overestimate their self-discipline. 

Generally speaking, the market for commitment devices is still young and several problems 

remain unsolved. Simply grasping the existence of commitment devices is not sufficient, 

more desperately, how to popularize the usage of commitment devices. Accordingly, further 

research could focus on: (1) accurately quantifying the impact of status quo bias on take-up 

rate and minimizing the bias through nudge, (2) the influence of level of flexibility on 

people’s take-up rate. For example, in the commitment saving program, setting up three 

experimental groups with distinct difficulty of withdrawing money. The first group is unable to 

withdraw money within the contracted time once participated, the second group could apply to 

withdraw money during the period when in an emergency, the third group can opt out at any 

time once they filled out forms. 

Since the applications of commitment devices sometimes cannot meet our expectations, 

government intervention like Social Security becomes crucial. Different from commitment 

devices, these policies are often mandatory and usually aim at narrowing inequality and 

improving social welfare. By discussing two important policies, we are able to see how to use 

present-bias as theoretical evidence to support policy-making. 
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